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Abstract- The aim of this research paper is to make a security in
social media network. Social media networking sites offer a
straight forward way for people to have a simple social
presence through web. They provide a virtual environment
for people to share each and every activity, their interests,
and their circle of acquaintance with their family, friends, or
even the unknown. Usage of social media network is very high in
nowadays, hackers have found very easy ways to steal personal
information through these networking sites. The use of social
media for communication is becoming more prevalent
worldwide, with people from countries of varying economic
development increasingly accessing the Internet to participate
in networking sites. In present the social media has security
risks. It is used to damage the reputation of popular person,
criminals for fraudulent activity, gathering business intelligence,
stealing sensitive information etc. This paper will demonstrate
the security level increment & the methods that make the popular
person’s social media network profile more secure.
Index Terms: Social media network, social media network
security, Social media networking sites, BioMetric Security,
Popular personality
I. INTRODUCTION
Today internet is becoming part of our lives. Unlike in the past,
today people have less relationship with each other. In the years
we have witnessed a rapid development in information
technology. It’s commonly known as social media. There are
popular social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, My
space, Google+ and instagram etc. It has been shown in figure
01.
Today Social media networks have over 2.13 billion active
users It has been shown in figure 02, table 01 and figure
05 in Appendix A[18].And who spent more than 9.7 billion
minutes per day on the social media network sites [16]. Half
of all Social media network users have more than 200 friends
[17]. Anyone can create profiles easily. Two kinds of people
create profiles, normal people and special personalities like
Cricketers, actors, politicians whom belong to special
personality category.

Figure 01: Social media networks
(Source:http://www.cyberneticsltd.com/services/webservices/
Social-media-marketing/)
Special personalities create profiles and the possibility to hack
these profiles is vast. There are instances of complaining about
hacking special personalities profiles. Some hackers have
logged in such profiles and uploaded photos and private
information into the internet. It’s a tragic circumstance. So many
special personalities hate to create profiles. They have no trust in
security either. A solution for this research paper tries to
introduce a new technology to protect profiles.

Figure 02: Social media network monthly active users
(Source:http://www.socialnomics.net/2016/02/09/social-mediauser-statistics-2016/)
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
The human factor in the social media security combining
education and technology to reduce social engineering risks
and damages, is demonstrating the cyber security risks and
mitigations, focusing on the human factor and social media.
Formal policy to guide how employees can use social media
sites is not enough, and complementary layers are needed:
education starting at elementary school, interactive and
adaptable training and innovative technology means. To
strengthen the human factor, should put effort in education,
starting as early as the first grade, at the age that the
children are exposed to the internet. Unusual approaches to
cyber security training should be considered. Also put more
effort on technological means of helping humans make fewer
errors and avoid falling into cyber traps. Privacy settings can
limit access to the user’s information. Social media site
monitoring tools can help organizations keep track of
malicious activities and threats against them. Technology can
help to check the reliability of the person suggesting friendship.
Social networks can also be used to identify an organization's
insider threat, by analyzing the social media content. Combining
education and training with best-of-breed technology may
reduce social engineering risks and damages. Disadvantage
of this is give education and training to peoples are get long
time period, to overcome this problem Biometric Social Network
Secure is develop by using new networking technologies [1].
User awareness of social media security the public sector
framework is to examine factors affecting user security
concerns among social media users in the educational sector.
The researchers employed a quantitative research approach
because the subject matter needs further definition. This aids
researchers in determining a suitable research design and
data collection method, as well as to examine the hypotheses and
proposition developed in the current Problem. Disadvantage
of this is hypotheses and proposition develop are get long time
period and want many statistical data, to overcome this
problem Biometric Social Network Secure is develop by
using new technologies to secure social media [2].
A new social media security model, is increases in
functionality and popularity, it has become more vulnerable. It
is no secret that social media vendors exclude security during
development, hence leaving it to users’ discretion which raises a
serious cause for concern. The aim of this is to study existing
vulnerabilities of online social media and propose practical
solutions. The importance of studying social media
vulnerabilities provides a clear understanding in developing a
new security model to prevent social engineering attacks.
Investigate key security vulnerabilities eroding the trust placed
on social media such as profile cloning, single factor
authentication, weak password creation, weak account
activation systems, privacy vulnerabilities, unethical posts and
multiple login sessions. Disadvantage of this is key security is
not a most suitable secure method it might be hack by in
social media, to overcome this problem Biometric Social
Network Secure is develop by using biometric fingerprint
key to secure social media[3].
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Social media security policies: guidelines for organizations, is
introduction of Social Media into the workplace has created the
need for a new way of thinking for people. Social Media's
growth into corporations has opened opportunities and benefits
that many corporations did not foresee in the past. However, the
use of these services has also created many risks for the
company's reputation and has developed vulnerabilities in
corporate culture and security policies. Some risks are so great
that businesses are putting an all-out ban on the use of the Social
Media services. This examines the impact of social networks on
corporate culture as well as on corporate information
security policies. Guidelines are offered for an organization to
enhance their presence with social networks as well as employee
participation. Disadvantage of this is its only depends on the
security policies, to overcome this problem Biometric Social
Network Secure is developing by using combination of
security policies and new networking technologies for
advance Social media security [4].
Countering Social Engineering through Social Media: An
Enterprise Security Perspective is increasing threat of social
engineers targeting social media channels to advance their attack
effectiveness on company data has seen many organizations
introducing initiatives to better understand these vulnerabilities.
This examines concerns of social engineering through social
media within the enterprise and explores countermeasures
undertaken to stem ensuing risk. Also included is an analysis
of existing social media security policies and guidelines within
the public and private sectors. Disadvantage of this is its
depends on the security policies, to overcome this problem
Biometric Social Network Secure is develop by using
biometric fingerprint key to secure social media [5].
Security model to control on social media using visualization and
forensic approach is providing cyber security controls on social
media is becoming critical particularly for the enforcer in
community. Controlling on social media contents are much more
demanding than the conversational media. Moreover, the
enforcer has identified the real and virtual information
should be protected from any devastating physical, logical or
cyber impact. In this long term project, this research has focused
on cyber impact to society and also identified cyber
problems area like illegitimate rumors, fake non textual
content, wrong perception, unfeasible to trace the
irresponsible writers and detecting any malicious data on social
media contents. At the end of this project, it’s expected to
produce controlling rumors propagation model, network
forensic analyzer prediction model and intelligent image to
identify factors on shaping appropriate perception on social
media readers activities. Disadvantage of this is forensic
analyzer prediction model and intelligent image are might be
sometimes give error figures, to overcome this problem
Biometric Social Network Secure is develop by bio-metric
fingerprint key using new networking technologies [6].
Security Management real versus perceived risk of commercial
exploitation of social media personal data, is covers one of the
issues in security management, which is that people react
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more on their perceived risk rather than on their real risk.
This work is designed to be the first one to consider that user’s
behavior is a mix between perceived risk and accepted risk. This
research defines two dimensions of risk analysis and it has
designed a real and perceived risk test measuring prudent vs.
risky behavior and feeling safe vs. At risk, then this work
introduces the idea that there are four types of personality
depending on the perceived degree of risk and the real and
accepted degree of risk are conscious, paranoiac,
unconcerned, and paradoxes. Disadvantage of these two
dimensions of risk analysis is not enough to secure social
media networks, to overcome this problem Biometric Social
Network Secure is developing by using combination of risk
analysis and new networking technologies for advance Social
media security [7].
A robust finger print based two-server authentication and key
exchange system, is based user authentication systems are highly
secured and efficient to use and place total trust on the
authentication server where biometric verification data are
stored in a central database. Such systems are, prone to
dictionary attacks initiated at the server side. Compromise of
the authentication server by either outsiders or insiders do
all user private data to exposure and may have serious
repercussions to an organization. In this present a practical
fingerprint based user authentication and key exchange system
employing novel two-server architecture. Here, make use of
Image processing techniques to extract a biometric measurement
from fingerprint image. In this system, only a front-end service
server engages directly with users while a control server stays
behind the scene. Also the system is secure against offline
dictionary attacks mounted by either of the two servers.
Disadvantage of this is use a simple sever to store fingerprints
are not a most suitable secure method it might be hack, to
overcome this problem Biometric Social Network Secure is
develop by using bio-metric fingerprint keys are store in
social media network central database [8].
Biometrics verification techniques combing with digital
signature for multimodal biometrics payment system which
consists of functions like finger print authentication, using a
digital signature, hand/face authentication. This lacks
functions like using a smart card to store biometric data,
Finger print authentication for automatic teller machine,
Using Short Message Service for user authentication, Utilizes a
minutiae matcher for fingerprint, using finger print
verification for online transactions, Using on card comparison
for finger print verification. Disadvantage of this is only for
payment systems, to overcome this problem Biometric Social
Network Secure is developing for this Social media security
by using new technologies to secure social media [9].
Symmetric key encryption technique, cellular automata based
approach and cellular automaton is one of the most engrossing
fields of studies. At the present digital world where almost every
communication is being done via the internet, requirement of
security and privacy of information is a must. For securing
big or small data over internet, cryptographic techniques are
essential. Usage of cellular automata characteristics in the field
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of cryptography is still not much explored. Here, the presents a
symmetric key cryptographic technique of block cipher using
cellular automata rules. Disadvantage of this is only for cellular
automata systems, to overcome this problem Biometric
Social Network Secure is develop by secure browser to social
media central sever communication using new encrypt and
decrypt method, using new networking technologies [10].
Social Networking Sites and Their Security Issues is Social
networking sites offer a straightforward way for people to
have a simple social presence through web. They provide a
virtual environment for people to share each and every
activity, their interests, and their circle of acquaintance with
their family, friends, or even the unknown. With so much
sharing, Found hackers and thieves in social networks, very
easy ways to steal personal information through networking
sites. This calls for advances in security protocols to safeguard
against hackers. This discusses some of the privacy and
security concerns, attacks and their respective prevention
techniques. Disadvantage of this is only use of security
protocols to safeguard social network is not enough, to
overcome this problem Biometric Social Network Secure is
develop by using biometric fingerprint keys to secure social
media networks [11].
Estimating the sentiment of social media content for security
informatics applications is Inferring the sentiment of social
media content, for instance blog posts and forum threads, is
both of great interest to security analysts and technically
challenging to accomplish. This presents two computational
methods for estimating social media sentiment which address the
challenges associated with Web based analysis. Each method
formulates the task as one of text classification, models the data
as a bipartite graph of documents and words, and assumes that
only limited prior information is available regarding the
sentiment orientation of any of the documents or words of
interest. The first algorithm is a semi supervised sentiment
classifier which combines knowledge of the sentiment labels
for a few documents and words with information present in
unlabeled data which is abundant online. The second algorithm
assumes existence of a set of labeled documents in a domain
related to the domain of interest, and leverages these data to
estimate sentiment in the target domain. Disadvantage of this is
only use of algorithms to safeguard social network is not
enough, to overcome this problem Biometric Social Network
Secure is develop by using biometric fingerprint keys to
secure social media networks [12].
Online social media networking and assessing its security
risks are presents the security risks of online social media
networking and then attempts to develop the model for
assessing its security risks. This can help security professionals
for assessing security risks in the existing information
systems and designing new security systems of enterprise.
Disadvantage of this is only use of algorithms complex
multi layered informational system is not enough, to
overcome this problem Biometric Social Network Secure is
develop by using bio-metric fingerprint keys to secure social
media networks [13].
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Security policy and social media use is intended to
demonstrate that the existing information security policies
already in place at many organizations can easily be
extended to cover social media. Therefore, organizations do
not need to issue security policies and guidelines specifically
for social media. This attempts to demonstrate that the main
security threats posed by social media and would be addressed
by a good overall security awareness program, along with and
technical and administrative safeguards. Disadvantage of this is
only use of security policies to safeguard social network is not
enough, to overcome this problem Biometric Social Network
Secure is develop by using biometric fingerprint keys to
more secure social media networks [14].
Security and privacy in an online world is describe the amazing
advances in information and communications technologies,
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peoples are heading for an online world in which
convenience goods have unprecedented computing power and
are permanently connected to the internet or stored in the cloud.
The internet is everywhere, and now people are talking about the
Internet and its things. Look at your own belongings; it's
likely that you carry around at least one or possibly several
handheld devices such as smart phones that are permanently
connected to the internet. Now people use internet to download
and play songs and movies, access social media, run e-mail
or messenger software, or access any of the other myriad
apps people have created recently. This is mainly described
usage of the internet [15].
Background and related works Comparison has been shown in
table
02
in
Appendix
B.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This research paper introduces a smart solution to protect
the profiles of the special personalities. It is a technology to
protect their profile from unauthorized users in very safety way.
Up to date social media network profiles have two security
methods. One is password and other one is security code
method. But these methods have less security. When the users
miss the password or if someone can guess the password and
if they get it, then he or she can use the social media network
profile as his own one.
So this research paper introduces a new advanced technology.
These profiles are considered as special profiles. Their
appearance is same as the normal profiles but they are
totally different in creating profiles, login the profiles and their
security. Here in this paper finger print is used as the password.
This is a very safe method as one’s finger print shows user own
identity.
Monthly Active Users
Facebook
1.609 Billion
YouTube
1 Billion
WhatsApp
950 Million
Google+
440 Million
Instagram
430 Million
LinkedIn
420 Million
Twitter
325 Million
Tumblr
230 Million
Pinterest
110 Million
Table 01: Monthly Active Users in social media networks.
A. Creating a profile.
Creating a profile is totally different from the normal one. First,
the user must send his finger print to the social media network
headquarters. Social media network users are worldwide. So
getting connections with the social media network headquarters
is not an easy task. To solve this problem centers have been
established in every country. Then the user can visit these centers

and give their finger print, email and phone number. These
centers send this data to the social media network headquarters.
Social media network headquarters will create pre generate user
profile and send to the user by email fellows. It enriches the
information pool of your paper with expert comments or up
gradations. And the researcher feels confident about their work
and takes a jump to start the paper writing.
B. Login to profile.
Then user can go to the link and start login. First user must
enter the email id and the password as usually. Then the
user has to buy a finger print device and connect it to the USB
port. Then only he can insert the finger print. Mostly modern
phones have this function. After inserting the correct finger print,
security code comes to the phone. As the third step he must enter
the security code. After satisfying these three requirements the
user can log to the social media network profile.
As we know finger prints are also transferring as binary
codes. Another 19 finger prints are created in this technique.
Thus 20 binary codes are encrypted. These encrypted 20 binary
codes are transferred to social media network headquarters.
Hackers will get a less possibility to hack these profiles in this
method. Social media network headquarters know the correct
finger print but hackers are not be able to select the correct
finger print among the 20 finger prints. This system allows
putting a finger print once only. It is very difficult to hack the
profile because of these reasons. The user is Notified that the
hacker enter the profile by getting a phone alert. Then the user
can take action immediately.
Not only that, user can see all the login time, place,
ipaddress, all the records, phone message when necessary. In
this research paper it
introduces a most secure and smart
method to protect the profiles of the special personalities.
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C. Secure data communication.
Data communication between web browser and social media
network sever to create better secure data communication, this
can develop a new encrypt – decrypt method, using encrypt key
for user input biometric fingerprint key and use decrypt key
for stored biometric fingerprint key in the social media network
sever side biometric fingerprint database. It has been clearly
shown in figure 03.
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Appendix A:

Figure 04: Bio-metric social media user authentication

Figure 05: Number of worldwide social network users 2010-2018
(Source: http://www.statista.com/statistics/278414/number-of-worldwide-social-network-users/)
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Figure 06: Leading global social networks 2016
(Source: http://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-social-networks-ranked-by-number-of-users/)
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